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Abstract: Complex systems, such as the Internet and transportation systems, have been regarded
as the key to advancing human society. Compared to hierarchically-designed complex systems
such as an aircraft, the structure and performance of these systems are not under the direct control
of designers but evolve in a bottom-up manner as a result of the decisions made by individual entities/stakeholders reside in such systems. We call these systems Evolutionary Complex Systems. Key
design strategies of evolutionary complex systems lie in the “engineering” of local decision-making
behaviors of individual entities so as to indirectly achieve the desired system-level performance.
This chapter introduces a decision-centric framework to address two research issues in engineering
and design of evolutionary complex systems: (a) estimating the unobserved decision-making preferences of individual entities, and (b) forecasting system evolution based on the estimated preferences
and behavioral models. The framework is demonstrated using two different applications, the autonomous system level Internet, and the U.S. domestic air transportation system, each addressing
one research issue.1
1 The

research work discussed in this chapter is a synthesis and reflections on some of the results we previously published in
Journal of Mechanical Design (JMD), Journal of Air Transportation (JAT), ASME Proceedings of Computers and Information in Engineering (CIE) conference, Proceedings of the Conference on Systems Engineering Research (CSER), Proceeding
of IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics (SMC) Conference, and presented at AIAA Aviation
Technology, Integration, and Operations (ATIO) Conference. Please refer to the references [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] for more
details of each separate work.
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Introduction
Evolutionary Complex Systems

The human society is facing new challenges, such as cyber-security, environmental safety, and energy sustainability, which cannot be solved by a single engineering product or system. When seeking ways to address the challenges in order to meet fundamental human needs, the solutions often
lead to large-scale complex systems. In complex systems, there are large numbers of interactive
entities that work together to form a system of value greater than the sum of the individuals.
In the recent decade, there has been significant interest in a special class of complex systems that
evolve in a bottom-up manner. Here, “bottom-up” means that systems evolve as a result of interactions among individual entities. The entities represent the components or agents that constitute the
system. For example, in a transportation system, each car can be modeled as an entity. The individual entities can be in different categories representing different stakeholders, such as cars, buses,
bikers, and pedestrians. In such systems, each entity’s decisions and its actions are driven by its own
preferences and objectives, and lead to local interactions. All the interactions and decision-making
behaviors at the individual level affect the system-level performance.
We call the complex systems that feature the above characteristics Evolutionary Complex Systems
(ECS). An real-world example of the bottom-up ECS is smart grid, which consists of a wide range of
decision-makers at different system layers including consumers, utilities, micro-grid operators, and
other participants in the distribution infrastructure. The energy producers, distributors, and utilities
independently make technical decisions within the rules and regulations to meet the system level
objectives while maximizing their own profits. These objectives include reliability, security and load
demand. The decisions made by the stakeholders affect the technical, economic, and environmental
performance of the entire system [10]. Similar relationships between local decisions and systemlevel performance also exist in other ECS, such as the Internet, air transportation systems, smart
urban systems and open-source development and crowdsourced design.

1.1.2

Evolutionary Complex Systems vs. Traditional Complex Systems

Design research on complex systems has traditionally focused on engineered hierarchical systems,
such as automotive and aerospace systems. The design of such systems starts from the system
requirements analysis and is driven by top-down hierarchical decomposition, followed by the design of sub-systems and components. Thereafter, component testing, subsystem testing, and finally
systems testing are implemented. The component-level designs are integrated into a complete system and validated against system-level requirements. This general process is embodied in various
existing systematic design methods (e.g., Pahl and Beitz [11]), systems engineering models (e.g.,
Systems Engineering Vee [12]), and systems engineering processes adopted by various organizations such as NASA [13]. Even though these systems are complex in structure and large in scale,
they are fundamentally different from the evolutionary complex systems because the traditional
complex systems are hierarchically designed from top down, whereas the ECS evolves from bottom
up. Table 1.1 shows the key differences between the traditional complex systems and the ECS.
Due to the distinct characteristics, the aforementioned top-down design approaches are not suitable for the bottom-up ECS. The design of ECS should focus on the individual entities. Furthermore, the focus should also be placed on addressing the decision-making nature of the individual
entities. Therefore, a perspective of design that is both decision-centric and bottom-up is desired for
engineering ECS.
When mentioning decision-centric approaches in design research, prior studies on decision-based
design (DBD) [14] is a highly relavent topic. However, DBD does not provide “bottom-up” solu-
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TABLE 1.1: Distinction between traditional complex systems and bottom-up complex systems
Traditional Complex Systems
Evolutionary Complex Systems
System evolves as a result of
Defining
Set of interacting components forming
decisions and interactions among
characteristics
an integrated whole by designers
individual entities
Local entities
No decision-making ability
Self-directed, generally selfish
Components’ attributes such as
Incentives to local entities and
Design variables
dimensions, material, etc.
interacting rules/mechanisms
Design strategy
Top-down hierarchical design
Bottom-up design

tions, and heavily relies on the top-down design methodology, which is manifested in two aspects:
1. DBD mainly integrates decision-making preferences of stakeholders (e.g., customers) into
design optimization. For example, an optimization problem meets functional requirements
subject to constraints with a specific objective, such as minimizing cost.
2. DBD is mainly focused on designing artifacts in which the components have no decisionmaking ability. For example in design of a car, car components cannot make decisions by
themselves, designers will have the overall control over the design process.
In the design of ECS, rather than directly controlling the entire system, the behaviors of the interacting entities must be influenced in a way that leads to desired system performance. The generation of such influence requires improved mechanisms/policies/protocols/rules to promote desired
interactions and avoid undesired interactions through the provision of incentives and imposition of
penalties.

1.1.3

Research Motivation and Research Questions

The challenge in the design of ECS is that individual objectives are often conflicting with system
goals. The incentive structures need to be carefully designed so that while individual entities are
pursuing their own objectives, the desired system-level performance is not compromised. To address
this challenge, one must have a deeper understanding on the interconnections and relations between
individual entities’ preferences, behaviors and interactions, and the system’ structure, properties and
performance. However, there is a lack of research methodologies to help gain such knowledge.
In this chapter, we present our continuous efforts in the past seven years towards addressing such
a gap through the establishment of a decision-centric framework, which integrates complex network
theory and discrete choice random-utility theory. The central hypothesis is that the observed evolutionary dynamics of ECS result from the decision-making behaviors among individual entities.
Under this hypothesis, the knowledge that facilitates the bottom-up engineering and design of ECS
can be acquired through the investigation of individual entities’ preferences and how they make
decisions in ECS. Specifically, there are two research questions motivating our work:
• How can the unobserved decision-making preferences of individual entities in ECS be
estimated? In systems design, the decision makers’ preferences are often hidden and direct
access to their decisions is very difficult. An alternate way is to infer preferences indirectly
from the data regarding decisions that have been made in real choice situations. For example,
in the air transportation system, the airlines’ decisions on route planning are difficult to obtain
because of commercial regulations and confidentiality. However, we can observe how routes
are added and deleted in each year. Those changes reflect how airlines make decisions under
specific social and economic considerations. In this study, we show how discrete choice
models can be integrated with complex networks to estimate individual entities’ preferences
in ECS using data-driven approaches.
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• How can the estimated individual preferences be utilized to forecast the evolution of
ECS? Prediction of the system structure in the future is a key research issue in systems science. However, due to the large number of individual components and the emergent behavior
in ECS, it is difficult to formulate a well-abstracted mathematical representation of the system. Agent-based simulation (ABS) is a key technique in dealing with large-scale complex
systems. In this study, we show how discrete choice models can be integrated with ABS to
forecast the evolution of ECS.

The answers of the two RQs will provide us with new insights into the bottom-up engineering
and design of ECS. For example, the results obtained from RQ1 can help us better understand the
decision-makers’ unobserved preferences in ECS. Similarly in RQ2, through the ABS of local interactions in ECS, new knowledge about the relationship between individual preferences and systemlevel performance can be obtained. All of these can help system designers and policy makers make
better design decisions and strategies for engineering ECS.

1.1.4

Chapter Overview

In this chapter, our goals are to highlight the issues within the engineering and design of evolutionary complex systems (ECS), to discuss the results from our research projects, and to outline the
open research challenges in the future systems engineering design research. The research efforts
discussed in this chapter integrate theories and computational techniques from multiple domains including engineering design, complex networks, utility theory, and statistical inference. The research
approach presented in this chapter is data-driven in nature, and all the approaches are validated using two real-world examples of ECS, i.e., the Internet and the air transportation system. The rest of
the chapter is organized as follows.
The first part, discussed in Section 1.2, presents an abstraction of the ECS using the representation
of the decision-centric framework, and presents how such a framework addresses the research questions in the study of ECS. In this section, we also provide a brief introduction to the discrete choice
random-utility theory, and present a flow chart to instruct how discrete choice model (DCM) can be
integrated with complex networks to model the evolution of ECS resulting from the decision-based
interaction (link formation) among individual nodes.
The second part, discussed in Sections 1.3 and 1.4, demonstrates two real-world applications of
the decision-centric framework. In this first application, we highlight the strength of our framework
in answering the first research question. We show that with the developed framework and the approaches, the unobserved heterogeneous decision-making preferences of the autonomous systems
(ASes) in the Internet can be estimated, which helps explain how Internet has evolved over time. In
the second application, we highlight the strength of our framework in answering the second research
question. We demonstrate that by estimating airlines’ preferences on city-pair route selection in the
U.S. domestic air transportation systems, the future evolution of the air transportation network can
be predicted. The results from comparing the forecast with the real-world networks indicate that
our developed approaches are capable of accurately predicting the network structures.
Finally, the third part, discussed in Section 1.5, concludes this chapter by summarizing the key
challenges in the future systems engineering research.

1.2

The Decision-Centric Framework

The Decision-Centric Framework

1.2.1

7

Overview of the Framework

To answer the two RQs, we take an initial step towards an archetypal description through a framework that bridges individual preferences and system-level performance, as shown in Figure 1.1. This
framework captures the underlying dynamics of the evolutionary complex systems (ECS) among
five levels 2 :
• Level 1: Individual preferences,
• Level 2: Micro-level behaviors,
• Level 3: System structure,
• Level 4: System properties, and
• Level 5: System-level performance.
This framework places system analysis and design on a decision-centric foundation, and highlights the hierarchical interactions between individual entities and the system performance. Such
a framework is capable of characterizing the unique features of complex networked systems. In
real-world systems, such as air transportation system (ATS), airlines make decisions (Level 2) on
route planning with the intent of maximizing their profitability (Level 1). These decisions directly
affect the structure of air transportation network, such as the number of connectivity of each airport
(Level 3), and the resulting network properties, such as the shortest path length between any two
airports (Level 4), that would impact the whole system’s performance, such as the propagation of
2 The

term “level” in this context does not mean the ”multi-layers” and ”multidimensional” network studies, such as in [15]
and our recent study [16]. It does not mean the levels defined in the hierarchical graphs either.

FIGURE 1.1: Five-level decomposition of evolutionary complex systems
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delays, the network robustness to service disruptions, and the network’s traffic flow capacity (Level
5).
This framework facilitates the identification of key research issues in engineering and design of
ECS. Specifically, the following four issues can be identified: 1) modeling the relationship between
individual entities’ preferences and behaviors, 2) analyzing the effect of individual preferences on
the system-level performance, 3) estimating the individual preferences from system structures, and
4) designing mechanisms and/or incentives to influence individual entities for desired system-level
performance. Among these four issues, we particularly focus on the modeling and estimation issues
in this book chapter. This is because behavioral modeling is a critical step serving as the bridge
for the estimation of individual preferences, the analysis of the effect of individual preferences on
system-level performance, and the design of mechanisms and incentives, all of which will ultimately
help the identification of the most appropriate strategies for ECS design.
In our proposed approach, ECS will be modeled as complex networks where the system components or individual entities are represented by nodes, and the interaction between entities are
represented by links. With a network representation, ECS can be readily studied using various complex network theories and models because the network formation process reveals the evolutionary
dynamics of ECS. We realize that there is a rich body of literature about modeling network formation process in system science and network science. So, before introducing our approach, a review
of existing studies in this field could shed lights on the current work.

1.2.2

Existing Studies on Network Formation Models

Network formation models can be traced back to 1960s. One of the earliest model, Erdos and
Renyi [17] (ER) random model, assumes randomness for the formation of a link between any pair
of nodes. The probability of the presence of a link is independent of other links. Since then, there
has been a dramatic growth in this field and a explosive increase since the end of 90’s milestoned by
the findings of two important network models: the Barabasi-Albert (BA) model [18] which explains
the scale-free phenomenon and the Watts-Strogatz (WS) model [19] which explains the six degree
of separate phenomenon. Based on our review, the network generate models can be categorized in
the following three groups:
• Structure-based network models. These models focus on generating the static structure of
the networks instead of explicitly modeling how the network actually evolves.The ER model
falls into this group. An extended model of the ER model, called “exchangeable graph models” [20], introduces a weak form of dependence among the probability of sampling links in
the form of node-specific binary strings. The exponential random graph model, also referred
to as the P∗ model, is a widely used structure-based model [21, 22, 23] in social science
studies.
• Dynamic network models. These models explicitly model the evolutionary process of the
network formation. In these models, linking mechanisms are specificed, and nodes and links
are added (and removed) at each time step based on the defined mechanisms [24]. One of
the most important mechanisms in network science is the degree-based formation, such as
the aforementioned BA model and the WS model. There are also various BA model variants
particularly developed for capturing some unique characteristics of real networks, such as accelerating growth mechanism [25], edge rewiring mechanism [26], copying mechanism [27],
and walking mechanism [28].
• Network formation games. Different from the models in the above two categories, where the
nodes’ decisions are independent, game theory provides a framework of explaining network’s
formation as a result of nodes’ strategic linking decisions [29]. These models often formulate
a mathematical framework in which the node-level behaviors are characterized as minimizing
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the cost incurred in building a link. Models, such as the local connection game [30], the
global connection game [31], facility location game [32] and dynamic network formation
game [33], provide some insights into the basic principles of these models. These models
have been utilized in free trade networks, market sharing agreements, and labor markets. See
more details in [34].
Despite the extensive studies in this area, existing approaches exhibit three major limitations.
• The structure-based network models and the dynamic network models are driven by matching
the observed network structure and properties using hypothesized local mechanisms. There
is a lack of theoretical foundations justifying why the individual nodes behave the way they
are modeled. Hence, the relationship between nodes’ linking preferences and their linking
behaviors is unclear.
• Existing network formation models typical assume a homogeneous decision-making preferences for all the nodes. However, in ECS, such as the Internet, different types of nodes
(e.g., customers and Internet service providers) have different objectives, and the their linking
behaviors should be quite different.
• Even if game theory provides an explanatory framework for nodes’ strategic decisions-making,
existing studies mainly use predefined (often simple) preference structures to model nodes’
linking behaviors. The resulting network structure is simply assumed to be an aggregate
two-party interactive games and every entities follows the same type of game.
If these existing models are used to study ECS, the aforementioned limitations can pose a significant roadblock in understanding how system evolves and constrain our ability to establish ways
of directing the evolution of systems to achieve the desired performance in a bottom-up manner.
Different from existing literature, the uniqueness of our approach is that we take a decision-centric
perspective on the network formation process. That means the nodes are viewed as decision-makers,
and the linking behavior is viewed as a decision-making process where the nodes make individual
decisions on which target nodes to link with. Based on this new perspective, in the following sections, we present the decision-centric modeling framework based on discrete choice random-utility
theory for network generation. We show how such a framework can support a utility-maximization
explanation for nodes’ linking behaviors by accounting for their heterogeneous decision-making
preferences, and demonstrate its applications on two real-world ECS and illustrate how individual
entities’ decision-making preferences can be estimated based on the observation of existing system
structures (i.e., network topology).

1.2.3

Discrete Choice Random-Utility Theory

With the assumption that nodes make decisions by maximizing their own utilities, existing knowledge in discrete choice random-utility theory can be leveraged in modeling nodes’ linking behaviors. In engineering design research, discrete choice models (DCM) have been primarily used to
model customers’ choice behaviors in support of both single product design and product family
design [35, 36].
In DCM, a decision maker, labeled n, makes a choice among N alternatives. The utility U that
decision maker n obtains by choosing alternative i is Uni , i = 1, ..., N. The utility is known to the
decision maker, but is not fully observable from the researcher’s point of view. Therefore, the utility
function can be represented as follows [37]:
Uni = Vni + εni ,

(1.1)

where Vni is called observed utility and εni is called unobserved utility. The observed utility is a
function of explanatory variables. These variables can be specific to the alternatives, represented
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by a vector xni , and can be specific to the decision-maker, represented by a vector sni . So, Vni =
V (xni , sn |βn ), where βn = (βn1 , . . . , βnk )0 is a vector of parameters which describes decision-maker’s
preferences to the k explanatory variables. The observed utility is deterministic from the researcher’s
point of view. The unobserved utility can be represented as a random variable following certain
probability distribution that quantifies researchers’ lack of knowledge of the utility.
Following the Random Utility Theory (RUT), alternative i is chosen if and only if Uni > Un j , ∀i 6=
j. Therefore, the probability of alternative i being chosen is
Pni = P(Uni > Un j ), ∀ j 6= i
= P(εn j − εni < Vni −Vn j ), ∀ j 6= i

(1.2)

The probability in Equation (1.2) can be obtained once the probability density function of εni ,
is determined. If the joint density function of the random vector εn = (εn1 , . . . , εni )0 is denoted as
f (εn ), Equation (1.2) can be written as
Z

Pni =

I(εn j − εni < Vni −Vn j ) f (εn ) dεn , ∀ j 6= i

(1.3)

where I(·) is the indicator function,
(
1, if εn j − εni < Vni −Vn j
I(·) =
0, otherwise

(1.4)

With different assumptions, different forms of DCM, such as probit choice model (assuming
εn follows the Normal distribution) and logit choice model (assuming εn follows the Gumbel distribution [38]), can be obtained. In existing research, logit model has been widely used because
a closed form of the resulting choice probability can be obtained, and also because existing evidence [37, 36, 35] has shown its capability of estimating individual preferences in different applications.
If individuals’ preferences are homogeneous, βn can be denoted as β . The choice probability in
Equation (1.3) can be solved as,
Pni =

eVni
∑Nj=1 eVn j

=

eV (xni ,sn |β )
∑Nj=1 eV (xn j ,sn |β )

(1.5)

If the preferences are heterogeneous, which means that decision-makers have preference variation
following a density function, f (β ), the resulting choice probability takes the mixed-logit form as
follows,
Z

Pni =

eV (xni ,sn |β )
f (β ) dβ
∑Nj=1 eV (xn j ,sn |β )

(1.6)

The advantage of the models in Equations (1.5) and (1.6) is that the corresponding log-likelihood
function with the choice probability is globally concave so that the model parameters (presenting individual preferences) can be estimated based on well-known methods such as maximum likelihood
estimation once historical data on individuals’ choice observation is available.

1.2.4

The Decision-Centric Modeling Framework for Network Generation

Based on RUT, we introduce the decision-centric modeling framework for network generation by
integrating the above DCMs. With this framework, one can generate a specific model for his/her
own research interest. The framework consists of three parts of mechanisms at each time step of
network formation. To aid the model building, a flow chart is provided in Figure 1.2.

The Decision-Centric Framework
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1. Evolution Mechanisms
(a) New node addition and edge addition between new nodes and existing nodes: At each
time step, l new nodes can enter into a network with m edges associated with each new
node. It means that for each newly added node, it will choose m target nodes to link with.
The target nodes which the newly added nodes decide to link with will be determined

FIGURE 1.2: Flow chart of implementing the decision-centric modeling framework
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with choice probability defined in part 3(a).
(b) Edge addition and deletion between existing nodes: At each time step, p new edges are
established between p pairs of existing nodes, and q existing edges are deleted between
q pairs of existing nodes. The nodes that add new edges and delete existing edges are
determined based on the choice probability defined in part 2 (a) and 2(b). The target
nodes for edge addition and deletion are determined with the choice probability defined
in part 3(b) and 3(c). If the decision-making nodes are known to the researcher, the
determination of these nodes is not necessary.
(c) Nodes deletion and the associated edges’ deletion: At each time step, s nodes are deleted
from the network, and their associated edges are deleted as well. The nodes that will be
deleted is determined with the choice probability defined in part 2(c).
2. Decision-making nodes determination: Choice probability of determining the nodes making linking decisions. The size of choice set is equal to the size of the network size (N), i.e.,
the number of nodes in the network.
(a) For part 1(b), construct the observed utility function V1 by identifying the explanatory
variables that may affect the utility. The choice probability follows Equation (1.5). Here,
since there is no decision-maker, there is no preference variation and the explanatory
variables are only alternative-specific.
(b) For the nodes making decisions on edge deletions in part 1(b), construct the observed
utility function V2 . The probability of the selection of nodes follows Equation (1.5).
(c) Similarly for part 1(c), construct the observed utility function V3 . The probability of
selection of a node for deletion is determined using Equation (1.5).
3. Target nodes determination: Choice probability of determining the nodes to be connected
or disconnected. The choice set is all the nodes in the current network except the decisionmaking node, so the size of choice set is N − 1. The probability of the target node to be
connected or disconnected can be determined by Equation (1.5) if the decision-making nodes’
preferences are homogeneous, and follows Equation (1.6) if heterogeneous. Researchers can
refer to the corresponding situation below for utility construction.
(a) For part 1(a), specify the explanatory variables (either alternative-specific or decisionmaker-specific) that may affect the decision-making nodes’ utility, and construct the
observed utility V4 .
(b) For part 1(b), similarly, construct observed utility function V5 by identifying the explanatory variables.
(c) Still for part 1(b), construct representative utility function V6 .

This modeling framework is flexible and general enough to be applied in different application
scenarios. The evolution of a real-world complex networked system may not exhibit all the mechanisms defined above. The researchers can choose any combinations of the three evolution mechanisms depending on their own situations. For example, by walking through the figure, we start with
the evolution mechanism part 1(a). Then, by referring to part 3(a), we define the utility function as
V4 = β1 di + β0 , meaning the only factor that influences nodes’ linking choices is the target node’s
degree (i.e., the number of connectivity of a node). Since the target node’s degree is alternativespecific variable, and will not change regardless of who the decision-maker is, the subscript n in
Equation (1.5) is omitted. Now, by assuming the decision-making nodes have homogeneous linking
preferences, we end up with the choice probability of linking with node i: Pi = (eβ1 di )/(∑Nj=1 eβ1 d j ).
If both part 1(b) and 1(c) mechanisms are not considered further, this framework actually helps
us obtain the degree-based decision-centric model for network generation developed in [2]. In the
following sections, we present two real-world applications.

Estimating Autonomous Systems’ Linking Preferences in the Internet

1.3
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Estimating Autonomous Systems’ Linking Preferences in the Internet

In the first application, we mainly focus on the RQ 1 presented in Section 1.1.3: How can the unobserved decision-making preferences of individual entities in ECS be estimated? We demonstrate
our approach in the context of autonomous system (AS) level Internet.

1.3.1

Introduction to the AS-level Internet

The Internet is a typical example of evolutionary complex networked systems. It consists of a multitude of devices and networking technologies that are operated by autonomous network operators,
also called autonomous systems (ASes). Each AS best routes its data based on commercial contractual relationships. These contracts and policies play a significant role in determining the topology of
the Internet and its overall performance, e.g., the transit speed, quality and routing efficiency [39].
Modeling the Internet topology is of great significance for many aspects, such as developing
routing protocols (e.g. the Border Gateway Protocol), increasing system robustness against hacker
attacks, and understanding the interplay between technology and economic forces [40]. The topology of the Internet can be studied at three different levels [41]:
• IP level, which consists of the interfaces of routers that exchange information.
• Router level, which is the interconnection of routers on the Internet. This physical infrastructure is the one over which information is routed.
• AS level, which describes how ASes are interconnected. An AS is defined as “a connected
group of one or more IP prefixes run by one or more network operators which have a single
and clearly defined routing policy” [42]. Examples of AS include Internet Service Provider
(ISP), corporate networks, universities, etc.
A link between two ASes represents a contract to forward data to each other. Each AS can
choose its policy to select the best route for data based on commercial contractual relationships.
These contracts and policies play a significant role in determining the structure of the Internet and
its overall performance [43]. Therefore, it is an important level of abstraction of the Internet.
The AS-level Internet is continuously evolving and its structure cannot be understood without
insight into the underlying dynamics and principles of its evolution [44]. A new AS is added into
the network when a new ISP or a large institution enters the network. New links are added when
customer ASes purchase Internet access from ISP, which forms the customer to provider (C2P) relationship, or when two ASes agree to share information among each other, which forms the peer
to peer (P2P) relationship. Links and nodes are deleted from the network when the corresponding
administrative domains cease to exist or merge with other ASes. Such a dynamic process is essentially the outcome of the decision-making activities of ASes, such as the decision about which ISP
should be selected, the agreement on which AS should be peered with, and whether an AS should
cease to exist or not. However, existing studies fail to address the decision-making nature of the
Internet systems. Our work is motivated by the need to better understand ASes’ decision-making
preferences, and the utility functions that they aim to maximize when making decisions.

1.3.2

Existing Studies on Modeling Internet Topology

Internet topology and many other real-world networks, such as World Wide Web [45] and neural networks, were found to exhibit unique topological characteristic, such as the scale-free phenomenon which results in a heavily-skewed tail in their distribution of the number of connections
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of nodes [46, 47]. This is quite different from the traditionally studied graphs in math which exhibit
Gaussian- and Poisson-type distributions [44]. To artificially create such a unique feature of the
Internet topology, existing studies have developed various types of models aiming to explain the
evolution of Internet from different angles, but can be generally categorized in the following four
types. A complete review of Internet topology modeling work and other related studies on Internet
system are presented in [48].

• Probability-based models. In these models, the AS linking behaviors are modeled using
probability functions. Typical probability models include random probability models and
degree-based preferential attachment models. A typical random probability-based model is
the one proposed by Waxman [49] which incorporates information about geographical distance into the linking probability function. Examples of degree-based models include BRITE
generator [50], BA Model [18], and Internet Topology Generator (Inet) [51].

• Optimization-based models. In these models, ASes’ linking behaviors are modeled as tradeoffs among a set of objectives. For example, Papadopoulos et al. [52] proposed a Popularity
× Similarity Optimization model where new ASes’ decisions are made by optimizing certain
trade-offs between popularity and similarity. Other examples include the Highly Optimized
Tolerance model [53], and economically-principled generative model [54].

• Rule-based models. These models are typically agent-based models, and the linking rules
are defined from empirical knowledge [55, 56]. For example, Lodhi and co-authors [55] propose an agent-based model, GENESIS, in which ASes behave selfishly and in decentralized
manner with a cost-related criterion modeled as fitness function.

• Game-theoretic models. These models explain the AS decision-making process as games
played by pairs of ASes. Fabrikant et al. [30] propose a game that models the creation of
Internet-like networks by selfish agents who pay for the links that they establish, and benefit
from short paths to all destinations. Johari et al. [57] present a game-based model to form
networks to study the routing traffic by considering the cost incurred in routing traffic.

Even if many Internet generation models have been developed in the past two decades, they
mainly focus on models targeting to match the observed Internet structure using purely a graphtheoretic perspective. There is a lack of in-depth understanding of why particular link decisions
are made and how such decisions from the local level lead to the topology observed at the system
level. That means while networks are used to study the Internet structure, many of the local relations
in the Internet (e.g., peering relations), and the role of ASes (e.g., customers and Internet Service
Providers) are not explicitly considered in the models. Moreover, existing models of ASes’ decisionmaking behaviors are not data-driven. The model parameters are normally predefined based on
existing domain knowledge or simple assumptions.
In this study, we utilize the observable Internet topology as the input and the decision-centric
framework presented in Section 1.2 to estimate the decision-making preferences of ASes and to
model the behaviors of ASes by considering not only the network metrics but also the geographical
and economic aspects of each AS. The mixed logit model adopted in this study enables the estimation of heterogeneous preferences of ASes in the Internet. Thus, the resulting models provide an
explanatory framework for ASes’ decisions through the lens of utility-maximization principles.
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Potential Decision Factors in AS Linking Activities

Based on the two major types of business relationships between pairs of ASes: the C2P relationship
and the P2P relationship,3 linking activities can be classified into three types. The criteria used by
an AS when making linking decisions in each of these activities are inherently dependent upon the
business-type.

FIGURE 1.3: The geographic distribution of ASes on Jan. 5th , 2004 in the continental U.S.

• Activity 1: C2P connections between new ASes and existing ASes: When a new AS decides
to engage in a C2P relationship, the decision on which ISP to buy the Internet service from
depends on the quality of access services. Specific factors include the transit price, cost,
reliability, performance of the provider, number of value-added services, geographic reach,
projected network built out, prior acquaintance between the parties involved, customer service, and technical support [56].
• Activity 2: C2P connections between two existing ASes: With the increase in the traffic volume or the number of customers, existing ASes may seek to buy additional Internet service
to enlarge their bandwidth. Their overall goal is to minimize their operational expenses, maximize their transit revenue, and/or improve performance and reliability. In addition to the
criteria mentioned in Activity 1, real-time factors such as traffic to the potential ISP candidates, and the number of their current customers are also important in the decision.
• Activity 3: P2P connections between existing ASes: An existing C2P relationship between
two ASes may evolve into a P2P relationship due to the customer’s growing market share [56].
Alternatively, an existing P2P relationship can be terminated by either of the two parties. The
top 4 reasons to peer, as listed in [58], include lower transit costs, lower latency, usage-based
traffic billing, and marketing benefits. In the current ISP market, by shifting traffic from
expensive upstream links to relatively cheaper peer links, ASes can reduce their network
operating costs [56].

3 Sibling-to-sibling

(S2S) relationship is not considered here because: 1) both ASes in S2S are administrated by the same
decision making organization, and 2) the S2S linking percentage in real Internet is low, e.g., there were only 0.9% S2S links
(298 out of 32955 AS connections) in the AS Internet graph in Jan. 5th 2004.
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Data Collection

The Explanatory Variables
Based on these decision-making criteria, we collect the corresponding data to support the preference
estimation. Existing literature has shown that geographic, economic and traffic factors have the
most influence on the evolution of Internet [59]. For example, Figure 1.3 shows the geographic
distribution of ASes in the U.S. mainland in 2004. The distribution shows that most ASes are located
around the major cities of each state. Therefore, we collect data related to geographic reach, traffic,
transit cost, business types, and ASes’ business development such as the number of customers, and
the number of providers.

FIGURE 1.4:

Data collection process for estimation ASes’ linking preferences

The AS Relationship Dataset used in this study is from Cooperative Association for Internet
Data Analysis (CAIDA) [60] and contains the 122 files in total from January 2004 to November
2007. Each file contains a full AS graph annotated with the AS relationships, i.e., C2P (customer to
provide), P2P (peer to peer) or S2S (sibling to sibling).
For obtaining the traffic demand between each pair of ASes, Chang et al. [61] proposed an asymmetric gravity model. To implement the model, a normalized rank vector for each AS is essential.
The rank vector is a 3 × 1 vector consisting of the rank of each AS’ web hosting (WH) utility,
residential access (RA) utility and business access (BA) utility in decreasing order. The WH and
RA utility value can be directly accessible through [62]. The BA utility depends on the AS graph
investigated. We adopt the algorithm in [61] for calculating the BA utility for each AS.
The business role that each AS plays in the Internet inherently determines the AS activities. The
adopted taxonomy for categorizing the AS business type is based on the business model proposed by
Chang et al. [61]. The model utilizes the normalized BA, WH and RA rank to categorize the ASes
in seven different business types – Tier-1, retail service, business service, network service, web
hosting, residential access and business access. Figure 1.4 provides an overview of the data collection process. The details about the data source, the methods of collection, and the corresponding
descriptive statistics are reported in [7].
The Choice Observations
In order to implement the model, we need to get the information about how ASes make linking
decisions in the past that drives the Internet evolution. This requires the analysis of how new con-
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nections are established from an old network to a new network. There are many different options to
determine the two consecutive networks with different time intervals, either monthly or bi-monthly
or even in a gap of half year. The trade-off is that the narrower the time interval, the better the data
captures the network evolution; however, the interval cannot be narrow, otherwise, there may be
only a few observations of newly added C2P/P2P links. For example, there are only 41 P2P links
that are newly established from January to February in 2004, which likely leads to trivial results.
After several rounds of experiments, we determine that two-month is an appropriate interval, and
therefore the training dataset for the model.
The newly established connections are categorized according to three different linking activities
as defined in Section 1.3.3. With the first evolution from Jan. 5th 2004 to Mar. 1st 2004 as an
example, it is observed that there are 986 new edges established between new ASes and existing
ASes. Among them, there are 959 C2P events, 17 P2C events, 6 P2P events, and 4 S2S events. Out
of the 959 new C2P events, there are 378 edges with both sources AS and target AS have available
data. Therefore, we have 378 available observations for the modeling and preference estimation of
Linking Activity 1, i.e., Model 1. Similarly, the analysis of edge dynamics between two existing
ASes can be done and the observations are used as input in Model 2 and Model 3, as discussed in
the following sections.

1.3.5

Estimating ASes0 Heterogeneous Decision-making Preferences

In this study, the network data of the AS-level Internet on Jan. 5th , 2004, and the evolution from
Jan. 5th to Mar. 1st , 2004 are used as illustrative examples to present the approach. It is assumed
that ASes’ linking preferences are heterogeneous and are normally distributed, i.e., β ∼ N(µ, σ 2 ).
Therefore, the mixed logit model in Equation (1.6) is adopted and the Bayesian estimation technique
is used to estimate the distribution parameters. If the standard deviation of the estimated parameters
is statistically significant, then the random effects are considered to exist.
While processing the data, all the variables are normalized so that cross-comparison on the final
estimates can be made. Additionally, we performed correlation analysis [63] on the independent
variables before doing the estimation. We avoided using highly correlated variables in order to
mitigate multicollinearity in the model. This process also helps reduce the number of variables,
which ease the management of the complexity during the model selection process. Besides the
correlation analysis, the selection of independent variables is made according to the t-statistics of
the estimated parameters.
Model 1: Linking Activity 1 - C2P Connections between New ASes and Existing ASes
The final model achieved for the AS linking behaviors between new ASes and existing ASes consists
of four variables:
• x̌1 - geographic distance,
• x̌2 - normalized business access rank,
• x̌3 - normalized residential access rank, and
• x̂4 - number of customers, i.e., the in-degree.
x̌ni refers to non-network-metric attributes and x̂ni refers to network-metric attributes. Using the
linear form of utility function in Equation 1.1, the utility of AS n acquired when choosing the
alternative AS i is:
Uni = Vni + εni
= β1 x̌1 + β2 x̌2 + β3 x̌3 + β4 x̂4 + εni

(1.7)
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where β1 , β2 , β3 and β4 are the parameters to be estimated. The values of these parameters quantify
the preferences of new ASes towards choosing existing ASes. If these parameters exhibit randomness, their standard deviations are also estimated. Using the parameter estimates, the choice
behaviors of new ASes can be determined using Equation (1.6).
Table 1.2 shows the estimation results of the mixed logit model. First, the likelihood ratio test is
performed to check whether the inclusion of random parameters significantly improves the model.
The log-likelihood without random effects is −1588.3, and the log-likelihood for the mixed logit
model is −1580.5. The log-likelihood of the random parameter model is smaller than that of the
fixed parameter model indicating a better fit. The p-value of the Chi-square test is less than 0.001,
which indicates that the random effect model is superior to the fixed parameter model. Furthermore,
the high t-statistic on the standard deviations of the parameter of the business access rank indicates
that the random effects are warranted.
Among the four independent variables, it is observed that the geographic distance and the number
of customers have higher t-statistics, therefore, stronger effects on the utility. In order to quantify
the overall goodness of fit, the Estrella and adjusted Estrella [64] are adopted. The measures take
values in [0, 1], where 0 represents no fit and 1 corresponds to perfect fit. Table 1.2 shows the mixed
logit model has an adjusted Estrella of 0.806. In the following, the specific insights are discussed:
• Parameter β1 : The t-statistic of β1 is −8.284. It indicates that the geographic distance has
a significant impact on how new ASes choose ISPs. The negative sign of β1 indicates that
ASes prefer to link with ASes that are nearer. This may result from the fact that acquiring
long local loops for far away customers may incur a high cost to the provider. Specifically,
with a 1 km increase in the distance between the decision-making AS and the target AS, the
utility obtained by choosing that AS would decrease by −4.068 × 10−4 .
• Parameter β2 : The estimation results show that β2 exhibits random effects. The mean is
−8.366, and the standard deviation is 6.627. The t-statistic of the standard deviation is 4.545
indicating that β2 varies across the decision-makers. The t-statistic of the mean is −3.889.
Assuming normal distribution of the parameter, 89.66% of the estimated β2 is less than zero
and 10.34% is greater than zero, indicating heterogeneity among new market entrants. For
example, it is likely that only a fraction of new market entrants are focused on accessing
Internet service instead of buying and reselling. In such cases, the ISPs with high business
access utility may be less likely to be chosen.
• Parameter β3 : The t-statistic for β3 , the residential access rank, is −3.654, which indicates its
significance in affecting the utility. The negative value highlights that ASes with lower norTABLE 1.2: Estimation results of Model 1
Variable Description
Est. Parameter
Geographic distance (1000km)
−4.086 × 10−4
Normalized business access rank
−8.366
(standard deviation of parameter distribution)
(6.627)
Normalized residential access rank
−0.714
Number of customers
1.262 × 10−3
Number of observations
Log likelihood at zero
Log likelihood at convergence (without random effect)
Log likelihood at convergence (with random effect)
Likelihood ratio test statistics
Estrella
Adjusted Estrella

t statistic
−8.284
−3.889
(4.545)
−3.654
17.293

p-value
<0.001
<0.001
(<0.001)
<0.001
<0.001
378
−1871
−1588.3
−1580.5
15.6
0.812
0.806
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malized residential access rank are more likely to receive new links. This can be explained
as follows: with advances in Internet access technologies, along with access speed, the number of residential users equipped with Internet access has increased steadily. The increasing
need for accessing Internet from residential users call for the increased linking with ASes that
could provide residential access service.
• Parameter β4 : The t-statistic for β4 is 17.293, which is the highest among the four parameters.
So it has a strong impact on the ASes’ utility, and therefore the linking probability. The
positive sign indicates that the greater the number of customers of an AS, the higher the
linking probability. The ASes with a large number of customers are often large ISPs. The
observed result is intuitive because the new ASes get access to high-quality networks by
connecting with large ISPs. This also explains why degree-based models are effective in
generating the AS Internet topology.
Model 2: Linking Activity 2 - C2P Connections between Two Existing ASes
The model for AS linking behaviors of the C2P connections between two existing ASes consists of
five variables, as shown in Table 1.3. The high adjusted Estrella of 0.935 indicates a high model fit.
In contrast to the model of Activity 1, it is observed that the number of providers (i.e., out-degree)
significantly affects the decision behavior of existing ASes. Our results can be validated from the
distribution of ASes’ number of customers, number of providers and the total neighbors. As shown
in Figure 1.5, all the three distributions follow the power-law, indicating the preferential attachment
evolutionary process in Internet (i.e., an AS is prone to connecting to the ASes with higher number
of connectivity), and the possible imbalance in distributing the traffic and resources.
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The distribution of ASes connectivity in AS Internet graph on Jan. 5th , 2004

In addition, its estimated parameter shows random effect. This indicates that while existing ASes
choose ISPs, the preferences to the number of providers are heterogeneous. The mean is −0.213,
and the standard deviation is −0.517. On average, the lower the number of providers, the higher
the probability of the ASes to be chosen as a provider. This is because in most cases, while existing
ASes plan to set up a new C2P connection, their current providers no longer meet their requirements, and they seek to buy additional Internet service to enlarge their bandwidth and satisfy their
increasing traffic volume. The ASes with less providers are often Tier-1 backbone carriers on the
top layers of Internet hierarchy.
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TABLE 1.3: Estimation results of Model 2
Variable Description
Est. Parameter
Geographic distance (1000km)
−3.996 × 10−4
Normalized business access rank
−11.467
(standard deviation of parameter distribution)
(8.930)
Normalized residential access rank
−0.853
Number of customers
8.899 × 10−4
Number of providers (standard deviation of pa- −0.213
rameter distribution)
(0.517)
Number of observations
Log likelihood at zero
Log likelihood at convergence (without random effect)
Log likelihood at convergence (with random effect)
Likelihood ratio test statistics
Estrella
Adjusted Estrella

t statistic
−12.482
−6.902
(7.605)
−5.240
11.783
−5.368
(12.178)

p-value
<0.001
<0.001
(<0.001)
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001
(<0.001)
914
−4942
−4005
−3829.8
350.4
0.937
0.935

Model 3: Linking Activity 3 - P2P Connections between Two Existing ASes
The final model is for the P2P linking behaviors, and it consists of two variables.
• x̌1 - geographic distance,and
• x̌2 - normalized business access rank.
The utility of AS n choosing alternative AS i is:
Uni = Vni + εni = β1 x̌1 + β2 x̌2 + εni

(1.8)

where β1 and β2 quantify the AS preference to the target ASes’ geographic distance and normalized
business access rank. Similarly, the likelihood ratio test is performed, and the test statistic of 14.04
indicates that the random effect is better than the fixed parameter model. The estimation results
obtained are shown in Table 1.4.
1. Parameter β1 : It is observed that the p-value is 0.16, indicating that on average, this variable
is not significant. This is because the parameter of the geographic distance exhibits random
effects. The random effect is validated by the t-statistics for the standard deviation, which
corresponds to a p-value of 0.002. The positive effect offsets most of the negative effect, and
on average a shorter distance between a pair of ASes increases the likelihood of the ASes to be
selected. The random effect of the ASes’ preferences to the geographic distance reflects the
heterogeneity of AS linking behaviors in selecting ASes for P2P connection, and is the major
difference between the P2P model from the C2P model. These results reflect two unique AS
peering decision modes: private peering and public peering [65]. Private peering is favored
by large ISPs or backbone operators, typically Tier-1 ISPs. Through the P2P connections,
the main purpose of Tier-1 ISPs is to form a group and all enjoy settlement-free access to
all destinations to maintain the global connectivity and reachability. So, in private peering,
even if two ISPs are far from each other, they still prefer to set up a direct connection. On
the other hand, in public peering, all co-located ASes connect to the same exchange point
(IXP). Unlike an ISP, an IXP does not provide transit service, but rather provides P2P-based
connectivity among its co-located members. Therefore, in this type of connections, the ASes
are all connected to the nearby IXPs. Therefore, the effects of the two P2P are well captured
by our developed model.
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2. Parameter β2 : The results indicate that the higher the utility of AS in providing business
Internet access, the greater the probability of receiving new links. This can be explained as
follows: no matter which types of peering, the chosen ASes are either large ISPs or IXPs. One
common characteristic of ASes in these two categories is that they all have a large number of
customers. The large number of customers results in a large business access utility of AS as
indicated by the algorithm in [61]. Therefore, the higher the ranking in business access utility,
the larger the probability of ASes being chosen for connection. The major difference in P2P
model is that the number of customers (in-degree) and the number of providers (out-degree)
are not significant.This finding gives us new insights on refining the degree-based model for
Internet topology generator by modeling the C2P and P2P connections separately.

TABLE 1.4: Mixed logit estimation results of Model 3
Est. Parameter
t statistic
Geographic distance (1000km)
−1.394
−2.096 × 10−4
(standard deviation of parameter distribution)
(3.068)
(8.067 × 10−4 )
Normalized business access rank
−4.692
−2.179
(standard deviation of parameter distribution)
(4.715)
(2.241)
Number of observations
Log likelihood at zero
Log likelihood at convergence (without random effect)
Log likelihood at convergence (with random effect)
Likelihood ratio test statistics
Estrella
Adjusted Estrella

p-value
0.16
(0.002)
0.029
(0.025)
73
−274.57
−271.33
−267.55
14.04
0.18
0.13

In summary, in the Internet application, we demonstrate how the proposed decision-centric approach can be used to estimate the ASes’ linking preferences in different types of linking activities
in the Internet. The same approach can be quickly applied on all five evolution instances to study
how ASes’ preferences would change over time. In the following section, we will focus on this evolutionary dynamics and use another application to demonstrate that once we obtain the estimated
preferences in different time points, how the future network structure of an ECS can be predicted.

1.4

Forecasting the Evolution of U.S. Domestic Air Transportation System

In this section, we apply our decision-centric framework to understand airlines’ presences in citypair route selection decisions. In contrast to the Internet application, we take one more step in this
application to show how the estimated preference structures can be used to enable forecasting of
the future evolution of ECS. Therefore, this section is to address the RQ2 (see Section 1.1.3): How
can the estimated individual preferences be utilized to forecast the evolution of ECS? Details of this
study are published in [1]. In this section, we summarize the key results, insights and conclusions.

1.4.1

Airlines’ Decisions and the Air Transportation Network

Route selection, fleet planning, and schedule development are the three important strategic decisions
airlines make [66]. Here, a route is equivalent to a segment connecting a city-pair. Route selection
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involves the decisions on where to offer origin-destination service subject to fleet availability constraints, with the intent of maximizing an airline’s profit.
By understanding airlines’ decision-making preferences, some of the key questions such as how
investments at individual airports translate to global network restructuring, which would lead to a
reduction of network-wide flight schedule delays [66], can be answered. This is also why the organizations, such as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), are interested in knowing how airlines make route-selection decisions. However, airlines’ decision-making strategies are not publicly
known. Thus we have identified the need of modeling airline decision-making which is responsive
to changing market and economic conditions, availability of new technology, etc., yet feasible for
other interested organizations to use, such as the FAA, NASA, and university researchers. This need
forms the motivation for our work.
The ATS can be effectively modeled as an air transportation network (ATN) in which nodes are
airports (cities) and edges are routes between two airports (a city pair). Therefore, route selection
in the context of ATN refers to the addition and/or deletion of edges between two nodes. The
scope of the ATN covers a set of routes of passenger aircraft operations in the U.S. domestic market
from 2004 to 2013. This single set is the union of the sets of several airlines that operate in the U.S.
commercial airspace. For the nodes, we particularly consider the 132 major airports that handle over
96% of all enplanements in the U.S. in 2013. For determining the existence of a route, the following
four filters are applied: a) it has at least 8 scheduled departures during any two consecutive months
in a given year, b) it has non-zero passenger demand, c) it is classified as ‘domestic’ category in the
BTS table, and d) it is not exclusively served by aircraft with freight configuration as reported in
the BTS. As an example, after applying these filters to the 2009 network data, a set of 2015 routes
(edges) can be identified. For the details about the data source, the reason why these 132 are selected
and the methods how these 132 airports are determined, please refer to our paper [1].

1.4.2

Existing Studies on Modeling Air Transportation Network

Approaches for airlines’ route planning can be classified into optimization-based approach, networkbased approach and machine learning (ML) based approach. The optimization based approaches
formulate route selection as a mathematical programming problem with an objective function such
as maximization of profit or traffic flow. For example, Jaillet, et al. [67], presented three integer
programming (IP) problems for airline network design. A demand matrix for origin-destination
cities was given and the design resulted in a hub and spoke network. Other studies can be referred
in [68, 69, 70, 71]. In these models, both demand and cost are the common variables.
The second category of approaches is based on network theory. For example, Kotegawa et al. [72]
developed a modified network growth model based on the Barabasi-Albert (BA) model. Song et
al. [73] presented a multi-tier model to estimate the network evolution. Such a model splits the ATN
into two tiers: primary network and secondary network. Their model uses the available demand
data as well as the future demand estimation to predict the network evolution.
Kotegawa [74, 75, 76] used ML algorithms to study network evolution based on historical network data. He compared the predictive performance of several ML algorithms including logistic
regression, random forests, and support vector machines. Unfortunately, these machine-learning
approaches produce low prediction accuracy and lack theoretical foundation for explaining airlines’
decisions. Those models are driven by the purpose of replicating the observed network structure but
neglect the fundamental mechanisms underline network evolution. Also, these approaches adopt
network metrics as the primary means of analysis, ignoring many airline-specific criteria.
In summary, airline decisions are based on several proprietary criteria that are not completely
known by other organizations interested in modeling these decisions. The major limitation of the
existing models is that they do not capture the airlines’ decision-making process in route selection based on known decision factors. In other words, the decision-centric framework of airline
behaviors, hitherto lacking in literature, is the focus of our work presented here.
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The Choice set and The Choice Observations
We define the choice set for route selection as the set of candidate routes that are available for the
airline to add or delete, respectively. If a route was in operation for any number of the previous
years, then it forms part of the choice set for addition for the next year even if it is not present in the
current year. We reason that if any of the airlines find a route feasible for operation in the past, then
any airline is likely to consider operating on it in the future provided sufficient demand exists. The
choice set for route deletion is the set of routes present in the current year. For example, the years
analyzed in this study are from 2005 to 2013. Then all the routes present in these nine years form
the union set (O). Using the network evolution from 2005 to 2006 as an instance, the choice set for
addition (Cadd ) is to subtract the edge set of 2005 (E2005 ) from this union set, i.e., Cadd = O − E2005
and the choice set for deletion is E2005 .
To obtain the choice observations, i.e., the choices made by airlines in the past, we perform the
edge dynamic analysis on network data from two consecutive years, similar to what was shown
in the Internet study. For instance, from 2005 to 2006, the choice set for route addition has 809
routes in which 170 routes are selected. The choice set for route deletion consists of 2062 routes
(i.e., the number of edges in 2005 network), there are 138 routes selected to delete. The size of the
choice set and number of observations of all nine evolution instances, from 2004 to 2013, can be
referred in [77]. Once the choice sets are obtained, the next step is to extract the data related to the
explanatory variables and construct the utility function for discrete choice analysis.
The Explanatory Variables and Utility Construction
We apply our proposed decision-centric framework to estimate airlines’ preferences in route selection by first formulating the preference structure according to random utility theory introduced in
Section 1.2.3. Based on a review of existing literature and consulting domain experts, four explanatory variables are selected.
• x1 : Hub indicator. We use the hub information reported by the three largest full-service
airlines in the U.S., United Airlines, American Airlines and Delta Airlines [78, 79, 80], and
identify 22 hub airports. Accordingly, we divide the routes into three categories based on
whether their terminal airports are hubs or non-hubs. When both terminal airports are hubs,
the route is labeled as ‘2’; when only one airport is hub, the route is labeled as ‘1’; and when
both airports are non-hubs, the route is labeled as ‘0’.
• x2 : Potential market demand (unit: 1000 passengers). Using the BTS T-100 dataset[81], we
sum the market demand reported by all airlines and make it symmetric by calculating the
average of the bidirectional value between every airport pairs. This assumption of symmetry
is reasonable, especially over longer periods of time such as one year, even though certain
passengers may not return on the same day.
• x3 : Potential direct operating cost (DOC) (unit: cent/nautical mile/seat). We calculate the
DOC over a route as the sum of the DOC of all airlines that operated on that route, weighted
by their number of operations. United States [82].
• x4 : Distance (unit: 1000 nautical miles). Distance is an important factor in airline decisions
on fleet allocation. Since airlines take their aircraft inventory into account in their decision
making, this factor indirectly affects their route selection decisions. The data on distances is
obtained from the BTS T-100 dataset.
Because of the existence of both categorical and continuous variables, we investigate their interaction effect by including the cross-product terms in the utility function. The purpose is to assess
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TABLE 1.6: Estimated preferences for route addition and deletion from 2005 to 2006
Model for route addition
Model for route deletion
Variables
Parameter Mean p-value Odds ratio Mean p-value Odds ratio
Intercept
β0
-1.91
< 0.001 0.15
1.49
< 0.001 4.43
Hub level 1
β11
0.96
0.018
2.62
-0.042 0.96
0.96
Hub level 2
β12
-1.78 0.62
0.17
-3.80 0.0094
0.022
Market demand
β2
0.087 < 0.001 1.09
-0.23 < 0.001 0.80
Direct operating cost
β3
0.74
0.26
2.10
-1.97 0.026
0.14
Distance
β4
-0.044 0.83
0.96
-0.17 0.59
0.84
Demand at hub level 1
β51
0.14
< 0.001 1.15
-1.39 < 0.001 0.25
Demand at hub level 2
β52
0.47
0.43
1.60
0.21
0.30
1.24
Cost at hub level 1
β61
-0.65 0.34
0.52
0.49
0.75
1.63
Cost at hub level 2
β62
11.50 0.24
98964.85 2.75
0.008
15.59
Distance at hub level 1
β71
-0.83 0.016
0.43
1.01
0.13
2.74
Distance at hub level 2
β72
-0.16 0.94
0.85
-0.25 0.79
1.28
Overall model fit
Log likelihood at zero
-358.62
-435.94
Log likelihood at convergence
-278.82
-76.68
McFadden’s adjusted R2
0.19
0.80

whether the effect of continuous variables, such as demand, on the airlines’ decisions would be different according to the hub status of routes. With Equation (1.1), the final preference structure (i.e.,
the utility model) is constructed in Equation (1.9). Since the airlines are collectively modeled as a
single monopolistic benevolent entity, preference heterogeneity is not a concern in this application.
Consequently, the decision model is obtained from Equation (1.5). Here an important assumption
is that airlines’ routes planning is by demand-pull but not by supply-push.
V = β0 + β1 x1 + β2 x2 + β3 x3 + β4 x4 + β5 x1 x2 + β6 x1 x3 + β7 x1 x4

(1.9)

In addition, because researchers do not know the actual set of criteria used by airlines, the modeled criteria may be incomplete. Therefore, the additional unknown criteria and external factors can
be together modeled as the error term ε in the utility function as shown in Equation (1.1). Actually,
we have intentionally adopted a modeling approach that stays simple so as to avoid the inefficiency
of a “put-it-all-in” approach, which suffers from complexity, computational challenges, etc.
Estimation of Preferences
Discrete Choice Analysis (DCA) is performed using network evolution from 2005 to 2006 as an
example. Table 1.6 shows the estimation of the decision-making preferences of airlines on route
addition and deletion, respectively. As to the overall model fit, the log likelihood at convergence is
−278.82 for the model of route addition and −76.68 for the model of route deletion. As compared
to the null model, the improvement is statistically significant (p-value < 0.001) with the likelihood
ratio test [83]. The overall model fit is quantified using MacFadden’s adjusted R2 [84], which shows
that the model for route deletion (R2 = 0.80) performs better than that for route addition (R2 = 0.19).
For each model, specific insights are summarized as follows:
• Model for route addition. The p-value (0.018) of the parameter of hub level 1 indicates that
the hub status of a route has a non-trivial impact on the decision of route addition. The
positive sign indicates that the probability of adding a route at hub level 1 is greater than the
probability of adding a route at hub level 0. The odds ratio of hub level 1 is 2.62. This means
the probability of adding a route between two airports that have at least one hub is 2.62 times
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greater than the probability of adding a route connecting non-hub airports. This reflects the
hub-to-spoke expansion in the ATN in the evolution of 2005 – 2006. The effect of demand
on route addition is also significant. However, the effect of demand at different hub levels
varies. The effect of 1000-passenger increase on adding a route on routes at hub level 1 is
1.27 times greater than the effect of demand on routes at hub level 0. Both cost and distance
do not significantly affect route addition, and there is no significant interaction effect between
cost and hub levels.
• Model for route deletion. Demand plays an important role, which is validated by its corresponding p-values of β2 and β51 . Similarly, the hub level is a significant factor. The results
further show that the airlines are more likely to drop routes at hub level 0 than that at level 2
for a same amount of demand drop. The reason for this can be that the airline can fill seats on
its routes at hub level 2 by diverting passengers such that they fly through these hubs, whereas
the same is not feasible for routes at hub level 0. This phenomenon is not observed from the
results of the model for route addition. This is probably because the routes at hub level 2
are already saturated in the current network. This is reasonable because the routes among
hubs are relatively stable as airlines want to maintain their national reach and the obvious
cost consideration.
Evolutionary dynamics
To analyze evolutionary dynamics of the ATN, the above approach is applied to nine evolution
instances from 2004 to 2013. The purpose of this study is: 1) to evaluate the model consistency, 2)
to investigate how airlines’ preferences on route planning change over time, and 3) to construct the
preference parameters β as a function of time in support of the prediction analysis.
To check whether preferences are consistent, we count the number of times that the estimated
parameters have the same sign. Since airlines’ preferences in reality do not change very frequently
over time, to be conservative, we only present the estimated preferences that are statistically significant, and have been stable in the evolution, i.e., the sign is always positive or negative. This
criterion leads to the market demand. Figure 1.6 shows the estimated odds ratio of market demand
in route addition/deletion, which is calculated based on the change in every 1000 passengers. The
figure implies that the effect of demand on adding or deleting a route is fluctuating from 2004 to
2013, meanwhile the route deletion decisions are more sensitive to the change in demand. For both
route addition and deletion, it is observed that in the evolution from 2006 to 2007, the change of demand has greater impacts on route selection than any other years. This behavior reflects the highly
sensitive nature of the airline industry to economic changes, even one year before the economic
downturn in 2008.

1.4.4

Forecasting the Air Transportation Network

In forecasting the future evolution of the ATN, there are number of uncertainties. First, the
future preference structure is unknown. Second, the data of the identified decision variables, such
as demand and DOC, are also unknown. Therefore, the approach of the network forecast contains
two parts: 1) the prediction of future preference structures, and 2) the prediction of future market
demands and DOC. The prediction of preference structures is addressed by performing regression
analysis on the estimated parameters β as a function of time so that the preference structure in a
given year can be predicted. The prediction of market demand and DOC are realized by employing
the FAA’s forecast about future revenue, passenger enplanements, and fuel costs in a fiscal year [85].
In order to support the validation, instead of forecasting a network in the future, we forecast
the ATN of 2013 assuming that we are in different years prior to 2013, from 2012, 2011 until
2008. Therefore, the impact of the number of years prior to actual on the prediction accuracy can
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FIGURE 1.6: The odds ratio of estimated parameters in the model of route addition of 9
evolution instances from 2004 to 2013
be quantified, and the number of years ahead that the models are capable of predicting with an
acceptable prediction accuracy can be identified.
Figure 1.7 shows the prediction accuracy with different starting years.The prediction accuracy
is measured by two metrics, sensitivity which quantifies the proportion of actual positives (i.e.,
the routes that are indeed added or deleted) that are successfully predicted; and specificity which
quantifies the proportion of actual negatives (i.e., the routes that are not added or deleted) that are
correctly identified) [86]. For example, if forecasting the ATN in two years ahead, our approach
is able to reach the forecasting rate at about 10% in sensitivity. This rate is low in that the data
of market demand and DOC in future years is very hard to prediction. The demand and DOC
as reported by the FAA [85] shows that as the number of years increases, the percent error of
the prediction on passenger enplanements (demand) increases. For five-year prediction, such an
error changes from 1% to above 10%. The propagation of error causes a significant reduction in
prediction accuracy. Therefore, to to improve the forecasting rate, accurately predicting the future
demand and cost is crucial. In addition, Figure 1.7 indicates the following insights:
• The prediction accuracy is always higher in forecasting the next year’s network than predicting multiple years ahead. This is because the seed network is the real network. Our prior
work shows that if only predicting one year ahead, the average prediction accuracy (in terms
of sensitivity) for route addition and deletion can reach 0.7 and 0.38, respectively, which is
higher than most existing models in the ATN forecast literature [1].
• Intuitively, the prediction accuracy should decrease if we are predicting for more number of
years in the future. However, after the first drop shown in Figure 1.8, the prediction becomes
stable with minor fluctuations, and there is no significant decrease for later years. For example, in the forecast starting from 2008, the sensitivity of route addition and deletion both are
maintained at 7% on average after the first drop. This is probably because as long as a route
is not in the defined choice set, it will not be added or deleted. So after one-year settlement of
edge dynamics, the change in the network given the size of the choice set is not significant.
• In both measures, the accuracy of deletion is always higher than that of addition. In probabilistic, predicting route deletion is actually harder because the choice set for deletion is
normally larger than that for addition [77]. So, this indicates that the model for route deletion
outperforms the model for route addition. This is probably because greater uncertainties are
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FIGURE 1.7: The prediction accuracy of the network forecast based on different starting years.
The dash-dot lines with hollow points at the top area of each figure represent the results for
specificity, while the dot lines with solid points at the bottom area of each figure are the results for
sensitivity. Lines from left to right indicate the models starting from different years prior to 2013.

associated with the decision of establishing a city-pair route. For example, airlines are less
risk tolerant and there are many regulations and policies (either at state or federal) that the
airlines have to follow before adding a route.
• The model has consistently high specificity (the dot lines on the top part of the two figures) for
both addition and deletion. This means that the models have better performance in predicting
the routes that are not selected.

1.5

Closing Thoughts
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1.5.1

Chapter Summary

In this chapter, we presented a decision-centric framework to support the engineering and design
of bottom-up evolutionary complex systems (ECS). We used two real-world complex networked
systems to demonstrate the applicability and capability of the proposed framework. It is shown
that this framework provides a way of understanding the local interactions in complex systems, and
enables the prediction on how ECS would evolve over time. The case studies also show the domainindependent nature of the proposed approaches. The approaches and models can be used to support
the modeling and analysis of a large variety of ECS which share similar features. Methodologically,
the contribution of our research is summarized as follows. We put forward
• A decision-centric framework that helps in building network generation models, which can
be used as surrogate models for real-world complex networked systems.
• An integration of discrete choice random-utility theory and complex networks, which enables
the estimation of node-level linking preference. Specifically, the methods of extracting choice
observations and identifying choice set are unique, and ensure the accuracy in forecasting
system evolution.
• A set of computational techniques and tools that support the estimation of model parameters,
and the forecast of future system evolution based on the estimated node-level behaviors.
As for the applications, the case study on the Internet has particular contributions in modeling
the Internet topology. For example, existing studies placed much emphasis on the effect of ”node
degree” on the Internet topology. Our framework provided detailed insights into the influence of
degree. For example, in the C2P connections between new ASes and existing ASes, only the indegree affects the network evolution, but in the C2P connections between two existing ASes, both
in-degree and out-degree affect the ASes’ peering preferences. Additionally, in the P2P connections
between two existing ASes, the degree does not directly influence ASes’ decision-making. Instead, a
variation of degree, i.e., the business access rank, plays a significant role in determining the linking
probability. All these insights are beneficial in building more realistic surrogate models for the
Internet.
In the air transportation network (ATN) application, our approach has contributions in producing
higher accuracy in forecasting the network evolution. The specific insights obtained open future
research opportunities in modeling ATN. For example, our results indicate that the model for route
deletion has better performance than that for addition. On average, the model is capable of predicting one year ahead with an accuracy of 38% and 70% for route addition and deletion, respectively.
If forecasting the ATN two years in the future, where both data and model parameters are unknown,
our model can maintain 1% prediction error in network metrics. But the prediction accuracy drops
significantly if forecasting longer period. So further analysis on the details is required. Scrutiny
on the patterns in those correct predictions versus those which were missed may shed lights on the
discovery of conditions under which the model would fail, thereby strategies of improvement can
be developed.

1.5.2

Research Outlook

Research in engineering and design of bottom-up ECS is still in its early stages, and the literature
on system science and network science is truly vast. Successful engineering such systems requires
fundamental understanding of the behaviors of individual entities and the resulting interactions. The
authors only took a few modest steps in the last seven years towards this direction, and this chapter
only samples some of our most important work in the past. As demonstrated in Figure 1.1, there
are many other topics that deserve further investigation, such as the effect of local interaction on
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system performance [87, 2], network optimization [88], dynamics (e.g., epidemics, consensus) over
networks [89, 90], etc.
In addition, as system boundary [91] goes beyond from individual level to group level, and even
to organization and enterprise level, engineering systems must be studied at higher degree of complexity. Particularly, recent studies have spent effort on studying system architecture and system
modularity [92, 93, 94], and modeling multilevel structure in sociotechnical systems [95, 16, 96].
For a thorough examination, Broniatowski recently presented a review of the state of engineering
systems research [97].
Looking forward, as the scope and complexity of engineered systems continue increasing with the
expansion of global markets, advancement of novel technologies, and rising consumer expectations,
it poses new design challenges that often extend beyond the traditional engineering paradigm. As
highlighted by International Council on Systems Engineering [98], the key SE imperatives include
the need to expand theoretical foundations for systems architecting, systems design and systems understanding, and expanding the application of systems engineering across industry domains, among
others. Broniatowski [97] also pointed out that specific attention is given to approaches that emphasize the roles of abstraction hierarchies, contextual interpretation, knowledge sharing, and expertise.
Therefore, there is a need of systematic integration of various domain knowledge and a fundamental research in the science of systems engineering for lasting impact. In our research, by developing
such a decision-centric framework which synergistically integrate utility theory and complex network theory, we took an attempt towards addressing some of the fundamental issues in the field, but
still have a long way to go.
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